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Abstract: Autonomous sensors that harvest energy from the environment usually employ a dc/dc
converter to regulate the operating voltage of the energy transducer around its maximum power
point (MPP). In this context, this work evaluates the efficiency of a buck converter when regulating
the operating point of two low-power photovoltaic (PV) modules subjected to different irradiance
levels. The buck converter operates in burst mode (BM) and is able to transfer the energy from the
PV module to a storage unit through an optimal value of the inductor current. Experimental results
show that an irradiance increase can cause either an increase or a decrease of the converter
efficiency. This is because the higher the irradiance, the higher both the MPP voltage and current of
the PV module, which involve opposite effects in terms of the converter efficiency.
Keywords: autonomous sensor; buck converter; burst mode; dc/dc converter; energy harvester;
photovoltaic module; sensor node

1. Introduction
Solar-powered sensor nodes usually employ a dc/dc converter between the PV module and a
storage unit (e.g., a rechargeable battery) to maintain the operating voltage of the module around its
MPP and to efficiently transfer the energy [1,2], as shown in Figure 1a. Therefore, the converter is
applied herein to regulate its input voltage, rather than its output voltage as occurs when the
converter regulates the supply voltage of the sensor electronics [3]. In this scenario, converters
operating in a conventional pulse-width modulation (PWM) technique are not recommended,
especially for subwatt PV modules, because it involves a fixed switching frequency that generates
significant switching losses and, hence, a low efficiency. In order to reduce such losses in PWM
converters, several methods have been reported: dynamic adjustment of the gate-driving voltage of
the power transistors, dynamic adjustment of the active size of the power transistors, soft-switching
techniques [4], and charge-recycling techniques [5].
The efficiency of the dc/dc converter can also be improved by operating in a variable-frequency
mode such as pulse-frequency modulation (PFM) [6] or BM [7,8]. In PFM, the switching frequency is
scaled down with the PV current, whereas in BM, the converter operates in PWM sporadically, thus
resulting in a burst of energy pulses transferred to the output, as shown in Figure 1b. Moreover, in
BM, there is an optimal inductor current (IL0,opt) to transfer the energy during the burst, which was
studied for a boost [7] and a buck [8] converter when regulating the operating voltage of a low-power
PV module. Using [8] as a reference, this work aims to evaluate the efficiency of a burst-mode buck
dc/dc converter when regulating the operating point of two low-power PV modules of different
technology (monocrystalline and amorphous).
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Figure 1. (a) Power processing circuit for a low-power PV module based on a synchronous buck dc/dc
converter; (b) resulting waveforms when the converter operates in BM.

2. Materials and Methods
Table 1 summarizes the features of the two commercial low-power PV modules under test (from
now on: PV-1 and PV-2), which provide a power of tens of mW suitable to supply microcontrollerbased sensor nodes [9–11]. These modules were subjected, through a LED array, to three irradiance
levels identified as I33, I66, and I100 that correspond to 330, 660, and 1000 W/m2, respectively, in
terms of power generated at the MPP. At each irradiance level, the current generated by the module
was measured at different voltages using a source-measurement unit (Agilent B2901) so as to
determine the MPP voltage. The modules were kept at approximately room temperature by injecting
fresh air on them through a fan.
The operating point of the PV modules was then regulated around the MPP voltage by a
commercial buck dc/dc converter (TPS62750 from Texas Instruments) operating in BM. This
converter was selected since it enables us to adjust the average input current and, hence, indirectly
the average inductor current (IL0 in Figure 1b) using an external resistor. The BM operation was
ensured by controlling the converter feedback input through a hysteresis comparator (LTC1440 from
Linear Technology) [8]. Other remarks about the measurement setup are the following:
•
•
•

•

The operating voltage (Vin in Figure 1a) was provided by a dc voltage source, instead of an MPP
tracking circuit, based on the experimental results of the PV characterization.
The actual value of IL0 was monitored by a clamp-on current probe (CP030A) connected to a
digital oscilloscope (Lecroy Wave Surfer 3024).
A dc voltage source (with a resistor in parallel [12]) emulated a rechargeable battery. The output
voltage (Vout in Figure 1a) was set to 3 V for PV-1, and 2.4 V for PV-2, thus emulating different
states of charge of two cylindrical NiMH secondary batteries in series. Electrical limitations of
the converter forced us to use different values of Vout for each module.
The input power was calculated as Pin = VinIin (see Figure 1a), whereas the average output power
(Pout) was measured by a power analyzer (Yokogawa WT310). The efficiency of the converter
was estimated as η = Pout/Pin.
Table 1. Features of the commercial low-power PV modules.

Feature
Manufacturer
Model
Technology
Modules connected in series
Typ. voltage/current/power (1)

PV-1
Ixys
XOB17-04x3
Monocrystalline
3
4.59 V/11.7 mA/53.7 mW (2)

PV-2
Power Film
SP4.2-37
Amorphous
1
4.2 V/22 mA/92.4 mW

At MPP and standard test conditions (1000 W/m2 with AM1.5 at 25 °C).
modules in series.
(1)

(2)

Assuming the three
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3. Experimental Results
The power-voltage curves of the PV modules under test are shown in Figure 2 for the three
irradiance levels. For both PV modules, the power, current (IMPP), and voltage (VMPP) at the MPP
increased with increasing the irradiance level, although the increment of the MPP voltage (from I66
to I100) was more significant in PV-2. In comparison with the typical values reported in Table 1, a
higher voltage and a lower current were observed in PV-1, but the opposite in PV-2. Such differences
are around 10% or smaller and can be ascribed to manufacturing tolerances and thermal effects.

Figure 2. Power-voltage curves of the commercial low-power PV modules: (a) PV-1; (b) PV-2.

Figure 3 represents η versus IL0 when regulating the operating point of the PV modules around
the MPP voltages shown in Figure 2. For both modules, IL0,opt increased with increasing the irradiance,
which agrees with [8] considering that both VMPP and IMPP (or Vin and Iin from the converter’s point of
view) increased with increasing the irradiance. However, an irradiance increase did not involve
unavoidably an increase of the converter efficiency, as does happen in a boost converter [7]. This is
because VMPP and IMPP cause opposite effects on the converter efficiency [8]: η increases (decreases)
with increasing IMPP (VMPP). Therefore, depending on which effect dominates, η will either increase or
decrease. For instance, in Figure 2b, VMPP had a significant increase from I66 to I100 that caused an
efficiency decrease. This decrease was such that the resulting efficiency at I100 became lower than
that at I66 for low values of IL0, as shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 3. Efficiency versus IL0 when regulating the operating voltage of (a) PV-1; (b) PV-2.
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4. Conclusions
This work has evaluated the efficiency of a buck dc/dc converter operating in BM when
regulating the operating point of two low-power PV modules of different technology. For both
modules, it has been experimentally reported that the optimal inductor current related to the BM
increases with increasing the irradiance level. However, the efficiency of the buck converter can either
increase or decrease with increasing the irradiance. This is because the higher values of MPP voltage
and current usually associated to a higher irradiance cause opposite effects on the converter
efficiency. Therefore, depending on which effect dominates, the converter shows either an increase
or a decrease of its efficiency. This performance is clearly different to that found in boost dc/dc
converters, where the efficiency always increases with increasing the irradiance.
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